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THE WALDHEIM WALTZ: Ruth Beckermann's
fine documentary about world leader/ex-Nazi
Kurt Waldheim opens in theaters
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Ms Beckermann's movie is filled with terrific archival images, as well as
precise and germane interviews that fill us in on what went on during this
time. All is woven together with such skill (the editing is by Dieter Pichler)
that the documentary's pace never slows but only grows, as the sense of
impending doom begins to engulf us. Though folk who follow history will
already know what happened, Beckermann makes it current and horrifying
all over again.
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If you find yourself wondering how a population could manage to elect
someone like Waldheim (above and below) who had been so thoroughly
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discredited, over and over again prior to his election, you only need to think
of the USA and Donald Trump. And in fact, if you follow world politics, you'll
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know that right-wing parties won first place and third place in Austria's
national election only last year. Ms Beckermann does not ever mention this
in her fine documentary. For Austrians, she doesn't need to: history simply
repeats, and too many of them are happy to go with the flow.
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One caveat: TrustMovies wishes that the filmmaker or distributor had
invested in better English subtitles. Those white ones used here are
sometimes very difficult to read against the various white or light grey
backgrounds.
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From Menemsha Films and running a sleek 93 minutes, The Waldheim
Waltz opens this Friday, October 19, in New York City at the Metrograph.
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In the weeks to follow, it will hit other scitires around the country, including
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Los Angeles (at Laemmle's Royal and Town Center) on November 16. To
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view all currently-scheduled playdates, cities and theaters, click here.
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